EXCEPTION TO ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN STANDARDS

An exception to the accessibility design standards for the subject improvement is required given that the proposed improvement is:

□ Technically infeasible as an alteration to existing facilities.
□ Structurally impracticable as new construction.

REASON FOR EXCEPTION - State reason why facility or element is in whole or part structurally impracticable (for new construction) or technically infeasible (for alterations) to comply with accessibility standard from DIB 01-18.
□ Historical Significance
□ Existing Terrain
□ Environmental Issues
□ Right-of-way Constraints
□ Conflicts with Other Design Standards
□ 48-inch Clear Width Hardship Factors (Check all that apply and provide description below):
□ Cost of providing access
□ Impact of proposed improvements on financial feasibility of the project
□ Nature of the accessibility which be gained or lost
□ Nature of the use of the facility under construction and its availability to persons with disabilities

□ Other Significant Consideration(s)

Recommended by: __________________________ Name, Title (e.g. Design Engineer, City Inspector)
Date: ________________

Approved by: __________________________ Name, Title (e.g. Design Engineer, City Inspector)
Date: ________________

Alvin Papa, City Engineer or designee (City Design Coordinator)
Street Name: Avenue
Location: Sidewalk From X to Y or Curb Ramp at SE Corner of X/Y
Project ID: PW

1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
   Overall Project Scope (include limits and length):
   Existing Pedestrian Facilities:
   Pedestrian Facilities Project Scope:

2. PROJECT COSTS
   Estimated Total Cost of Project = $___________
   Estimated Cost of Pedestrian Features (ADA related improvements) = $___________

3. NONSTANDARD FEATURE(S) (describe details in written or graphic form)

4. STANDARDS FOR WHICH EXCEPTION IS REQUESTED (Reference accessibility standard from City of Long Beach (CLB) Design Information Bulletin (DIB) 01-18)

5. WORK REQUIRED TO MAKE STANDARD – Provide a description of the additional work in excess of the proposed project work required to meet the subject accessibility standard.

ATTACHMENT A: Photos Showing Existing Features

ATTACHMENT B: Construction Plan – Drawing Name/Number; Sheet ? of ?